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The Many Faces of MUIMUN

Founder of MUIMUN: Antonieta Alcorta de Bronstein
Meeting Antonieta Alcorta de Bronstein, one of
the members of the founding team of MUIMUN, we
had the chance to get a glimpse through MUIMUN’s
history.
MUIMUN: How did the idea of MUIMUN emerge?
Who started the first conference?
Antonieta Alcorta de Bronstein: I came to Münster
in 2005 as a trainee with AISEC and Mr. Bauhus from
the Innovation Office was wondering about this “Modelling” thing. In the first place, he thought it had something
to do with fashion (chuckles). When I explained about
it, he thought: ‘Why don’t we have this at the University of Münster?’ So I made a concept: three cities, three
MUNs. The idea was to take a couple of students from
the University of Münster to visit two different MUNs
in two different cities to learn from this and to have the
first Münster MUN afterwards. First, we went to The Hague in the Netherlands, which is a smaller MUN with
100 people and then to WorldMUN, which is the biggest
MUN. We took the best things from both of them and
reflected what we would like to have in Münster – and
that’s how it started!
Back in Münster, with all the ideas and impressions
from the other MUNs, which were the first steps towards organizing your own MUN?
Well, the first thing we did was making lists, we talked a lot about what we liked about the other MUNs and
what wasn’t quite perfect and what we wanted to change. For me, personally, it was really important to have
a scholarship programme because I had the experience
of coming from a developing country. A lot of students
from developing countries cannot afford to participate at
MUNs in the EU because they don’t have enough money. I thought that this would be one of the trademarks
for MUIMUN.
How did you come up with “MUIMUN” as a catchy
name for the conference?
MUNs is a fixed terminus in the name of such a conference and we wanted to include the cities’ name in our
conference’s name. Furthermore, we wanted to include
the university and the international character, since we
also wanted to have students from all over the world.
Münster University International Model United Nations
– that’s how we put it all together.

You are right, that fits perfectly! Another great aspect
of MUIMUN are the various social activities in the evening. The Global Village Party is an event that runs
through since the very beginning. How did you come
up with the concept behind it?
The Global Village is actually from WorldMUN from
the Harvard University which takes place in a different
city every year and is very international. So they came up
with the idea of that party where everyone brings something from their own country. When we were in China,
I got to taste all the different things from Venezuela (her
home country, editor’s note) that I was missing and of
course all the other nice things. They even had their own
kind of shows, for example Chinese opera, other people
were dancing. We brought tons of Schwarzbrot, filled our
suitcases with German beer…our stand was well visited.
For us, the Global Village was definitely a highlight that
we wanted to have in our own MUN.
And it is still part of MUIMUN today! After over a decade of MUIMUN, where we are standing now really
is a milestone. When you think of the future of MUIMUN, where do you see it going?
I hope to be here in 20 years with MUIMUN still
running. It is great to see how it has developed and in
my opinion, it is a good balance between tradition and
innovation.
By Marthe Sönksen
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Let’s pursue Equality!
Not only a concept!

Equality - according to the Cambridge dictionary - is “the right of different groups of people to
have a similar social position and receive the same
treatment”. Think about it, just for a minute, and
then be honest with yourself: Is that
what’s going on in the world?
The equality of all human beings is one
of the, if not the central goal of the United
Nations. By formulating the universal declaration of human rights in 1948, just
shortly after its foundation, the UN
officially stated that: “All human beings are born free
and equal in dignity and
rights. They are endowed
with reason and conscience and should act towards
one another in a spirit of brotherhood.” A
simple thought, which should come with
an easy implementation, right? Wrong. Of
course.
Even though equality is listed in many definitions, declarations and laws - humanity is
far away from fully embracing it. Whether you look
at gender gaps, child labour, homophobia, race issues

all other pressing issues – a universal equality for all
humans actually seems to be “a world away”, as this
year’s MUIMUN topic is indicating.
But what is the reaction to the current inadequacies?
Giving up or enduring the situation
can’t
and won’t be the answer our generation
aims at. So many people fought for
equality and – step by step – paved
the way for generations to come. A
platform like MUIMUN is the chance to
line up with all these activists who dedicated their lives to equality and use our
abilities to contribute our part to this ongoing development. As the
American film producer
Joss Whedon ambitiously
puts it: “Equality is not a
concept. It‘s not something
we should be striving for.
It‘s a necessity. Equality is like gravity. We need it
to stand on this earth as men and women.” Let’s do
our best this week to get one step further to this quote
being true.
By Lisa Neidl

Equality Fighters

A Push for Marriage Equality in Japan
To value the importance of this year’s topic,
these portraits of “Equality Fighters” will shed light
on unseen stories of people whose lives have been
influenced by their fights for equality. Today’s feature deals with the topic of marriage equality in Japan, the country hosting the Olympics in 2020. Until
today, scarcely any gay Japanese
couples are raising their voices for
the recognition of their rights. But
in 2013, two women stood up in an
open attempt to get married.
Shoko Usami and Miho Okada were the
first gay couple who publicly tried to register
at the marriage office of Aomori. This decision arouse out of the tragic circumstances
of her mother’s death: When the old lady was
passing away, Usami’s lesbian partner was not
allowed in the hospital room to succor her partner – just because they were not officially wedded. When Usami had to make the utmost difficult
choice to end her mother’s life support measures, she
had to do so alone.

The women’s story does not stand alone. In an anonymous call for testimony by the Legal Network for
LGBT Rights, more than 400 people reported stories
of being kept from their partners in hospitals, of losing their homes after their partner’s death or of the
fear of losing the custody of their children. However,
most don’t come forward to fight for
recognition, as they fear for the embarrassment of those close to them due to
traditional Japanese family values.
Usami’s and Okada’s request
was denied with the argument of the
constitution stating the requirement of the
“mutual consent of both sexes”. Nevertheless, the women’s move triggered a raise of
awareness. Currently, there are two wards in
Tokyo registering gay marriages, plus several
leading companies offering partnership benefits.
The hope remains that the upcoming Olympics
will have a positive influence on finally bringing marriage equality to the eye of the Japanese
legislator.
By Franziska Hasselbach
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MUIMUN’s Castle – Münster’s UN Plaza
A Münster Series

Find out where you will spend most of the next
days – and what special object you can buy here.
Did you wonder what fancy venue MUIMUN has
found to hold its conference in? Well, this is the Münster Castle (“Schloss”). Nowadays it is the main building of the University of Münster but its history is quite
divers an ambivalent.
Build in the days of feudal aristocracy until 1787,
it was supposed to serve as residence for the princebishop of Münster. However, the principal died before
its completion and all of the subsequent rulers preferred
other cities as main residences. So the “Schloss” never really fulfilled its original purpose, but was used as
administrative and military headquarters for about one

century.
The Castle had its darkest days when the Nazis made
use of it as administrative building holding propaganda deployments on the square in front of it. Finally, it
was destroyed in the bombardment of the city in 1945.
Nothing but the walls survived the bombs.
Soon after the end of World War II, the reconstruction began with the purpose to have a building for lectures and the administration of the University of Münster. Since 1954 the “Schloss” has seen many students
entering and leaving its halls. Among them are now
many generations of MUIMUN participants. We are
proud to be able to offer a venue this representative and
stately.
If you have a little time to spend during the intense
days of MUIMUN, visit the botanical garden right behind the “Schloss” – a perfect place to breathe deeply
and think about the best negotiation technique for the
following committee session. The weather has to allow
you to do so, though – an equally strong restriction in
Münster and the reason for an umbrella vending machine near the rear entrance – probably the only academically approved one.
By Jacob Steinmann

How to get the most out of your MUN experience?
A Quick Check list

Before you dive right into MUIMUN, read our
tips to make this week YOUR week!
Participate in committee sessions. Especially for
first-timers, holding a speech in front of the whole committee can seem intimidating, but don’t let that stop you!
If you don’t say anything in the beginning, fear may
build up and you’ll be even more intimidated during
more complex debates later on. Every single delegate
has been there, and they won’t judge you for making
grammar mistakes, mispronouncing or the like.
Be constructive. At the same time, remember the
goal of eventually passing a resolution. Some countries
are known for being less cooperative, and diplomacy
will always involve some empty words, but after assu-

ring your utmost concern about the latest disaster for
the third time, consider switching it up a bit.
Have fun. It’s easy to get caught up in the debate
and grow resentful of that delegate who shot down your
suggestion, or who called your passionate speech about
human rights “fake news”, but remember, it’s just a simulation. Find the right balance between taking it all
seriously whilst still remaining light-hearted!
Connect with delegates. MUNs can be a great way
to meet people who share your interest in getting away
with human rights violations and declaring war on unsuspecting countries. Discussing plans for a nuclear
fallout with delegates is fantastic, but getting to know
them as a person, and finding out that they don’t actually plan on annihilating your country, is even better.
Attending the social events is a great way to do
that, and even if you’re a bit tired after the committee
sessions, you shouldn’t miss out on them! Get to know
Münster better, eat delicious exotic food, join the Pub
Quiz and of course, PARTY! Especially when travelling
with a delegation, use these events not only to hang out
with your delegation members, but also to make new
friends.
By Juliane Miller
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Find 10 mistakes in this picture

Today´s Schedule
11:00-02:00 Registration
03:00-05:30 Committee Session
06:00-08:00 Opening Ceremony
08:15-10:00 Champagne Reception

#MUIMUN2017
Connect yourself and send us a
note at:

Which 10 words are hidden here? Tip:
They all relate to MUIMUN, but watch
out, they can be spelled backwards!

By Lisa Neidl.

or feed our anonymous Gossip
Box in the hall.
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